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Q&A Webcast: How Brands can take Responsibility for Sustainability 
 
 
Q: Do you have any insight on Cotton From Xinjiang and the forced labor issues that are arising? 
A: Yes, we are continuously monitoring the situation. OEKO-TEX® is firmly against all forms of forced 
labour, regardless of ethnic group, religion, race, origin, disability, gender, age, sexual orientation, 
union or political affiliation. With regard to our STeP customers, we have not identified any 
infringements that contradict the OEKO-TEX(R) principles and the STeP criteria. 

 
Q: We are a fabric mill in Mexico certified Oeko-Tex Standard 100 class I, what could you recommend 
for us to get to know new customers that are really interested in sustainability and safety? 

A: Please make sure you have all information implemented in our system so we can feature your 
company in our buying guide. This give you visibility on our website for any potential customers. 

 
Q: You said Made in Green is very good with respect to the Environment and Social aspects? How it 
is good in social aspects? 
A: The social aspects are all covered in the "Social Responsibility" module of our STeP certification. 
The module addresses the following issues: child and juvenile labour, wages and benefits, employment 
status, freedom of association, collective bargaining agreements and working hours, including 
overtime regulations. The module also addresses how harassment, abuse and discrimination can be 
prevented in a facility. It deals with forced labour of any kind and the conditions for sanitary facilities, 
changing rooms, canteen/eating areas and dormitories. For more detailed information, please see 
STeP by OEKO-TEX® standard, p. 30ff. The standard can be downloaded here.  

 

Q: Regarding sustainability in fashion, what are your opinions about the second-hand fashion industry? 

A: Sustainability means dealing with our available resources in a sustainable manner. Since second-
hand clothes already exist, the resources needed to produce new clothes (such as cotton, water, fossil 
fuels that also generate greenhouse gases) can be saved. Additionally, buying clothes that were already 
used avoids a lot of waste - less clothes end in landfills and since second-hand clothes are usually 
unpacked, less packaging waste is generated. 

 

Q: Is it possible to find a list of fabric manufacturers who are STeP certified on the oeko-tex website? 

A: Yes, please have a look into the "Buying Guide" on our website. Please find the link here.  There you 
search for STeP certified manufacturers. 

 

Q: Are there the same focus on chemical management in the STeP standard when auditing fabric 
manufacturers (wet processing) compared to cut-make-trim manufacturers?   

A: The STeP scope is specific for the type of manufacturer. The questionnaire to be completed by the 
manufacturer is dynamically structured. Meaning, a making up facility (e.g. cut-make-trim) does have 
less questions and less effort than a manufacturer with manufacturing processes such as spinning, 
dyeing, washing, finishing, making up. This applies to all STeP modules including chemical 
management. 

  

http://www.oeko-tex.com/
http://www.oeko-tex.com/
https://www.oeko-tex.com/importedmedia/downloadfiles/STANDARD_100_by_OEKO-TEX_R__-_Standard_en.pdf
https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/buying-guide
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Q: None of you mentions anything about the different appendix level within Oeko-Tex, do you concerns 
those as important? 

A: For MADE IN GREEN we do not distinguish between STANDARD 100 Certifications following Annex 
4 or Annex 6. Since STeP is a mandatory requirement for most of the producers of a MADE IN GREEN 
label, ambitious environmental criteria in particular are already included. For the STANDARD 100 
Certification itself it is up to the applicant to use the expanded Annex 6 requirements to draw 
conclusions about special environmentally friendly production conditions. 

 

Q: Can you tell me the difference between OEKO TEX and ECO Passport with example? 

A: ECO PASSPORT is one of the certification services that OEKO-TEX® has to offer together with 
STANDARD 100, LEATHER STANDARD, MADE IN GREEN and STeP. While STANDARD 100 
concentrates on assessing and certifying textiles the ECO PASSPORT does the same for chemicals, 
colourants and accessories used in the manufacturing of textiles and leather articles. 

 

Q: How much time is required for adding any chemical into an ECO Passport by OEKO TEX certificate? 
A: Depending on the amounts of laboratory tests that are required and the quality of the sample(s) it 
should take between 2-6 weeks to receive an ECO PASSPORT 
 

Q: will the conference be recorded? 

A: Yes, the webcast was recorded and is uploaded to YouTube. You can find the recording here. 

 

Q: Hi! In terms of chemicals used for Made in Green products, do they have to be Eco Passport 
certified? Thanks! 

A: It is not a requirement for MADE IN GREEN that the chemicals used are ECO PASSPORT certified. 
However, chemicals must comply with the STeP MRSL and the chemical inventory of a production 
facility is checked during the STeP certification / audit. Certified chemicals (e.g. by ECO PASSPORT) 
are preferred. 

 

Q: Hi, do you consider important aspects when providing a Made in Green label like piece dyed vs. 
spin dyed, local made vs. complex logistics around the world? This part seems not in scope. Can you 
comment? 

A: Yes, every article and its supply chain are assessed individually regarding the MADE IN GREEN 
requirements. For more information, please get in touch with one of the 18 OEKO-TEX®  testing 
institutes see here. They will help you to determine the requirements for your article. Regarding your 
question on the logistics part: We are constantly developing MADE IN GREEN further and are currently 
working on a solution for assessing the Carbon Footprint, so that this aspect can also be considered. 

 
Q: Do you think that in the future there will be taxation in the European Union for non-sustainable 
products? 
A: We at OEKO-TEX® have sustainability at our core and work together with our partners to support 
businesses on their way to more sustainable processes. As this is more political question, we will not 
make any statement here at the time being. 

 

 

http://www.oeko-tex.com/
http://www.oeko-tex.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OS-zJbH5AMM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/about-us/oeko-tex-worldwide
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Q: Is it possible to get a list of the speakers and companies they work for? 

A: Thimo Schwenzfeier: Showdirector Neonyt, Messe Frankfurt 
Andreas Bothe: Head of CSR & Sustainability Management for Chiemsee, Bay City Textilhandels 
GmbH 

Michael Möller: Division Manager Audits & Certification, Hohenstein 

Annika Sauerhöfer: Product Manager MADE IN GREEN, OEKO-TEX® 

Jackie Russell (Host): President, Teak Media + Communication 

 

Q: Can you explain Standard 100? What kind of tests needed to achieve Standard 100 in a normal 
cotton t-shirt e, g Azo dyes, Formaldehyde content only or some other test also? Thanks 

A: The scope of testing depends on the pre-certifications. The more STD 100 basic certificates a 
product has, the less it needs to be re-tested. If you want to learn to more about the testing, we 
recommend to have a look into our publicly available testing methods (see Download section on our 
OEKO-TEX® website) or you can always contact one of our testing institutes. 

 

Q: What does OEKO Tex measures ? Is it more like confirmation of sustainability or traceability of fair 
practices during production of a product in supply chain. 

A: It is both. In order to obtain a MADE IN GREEN label, all making-up facilities and facilities where 
wet/chemical processes are involved to produce the MADE IN GREEN labelled product, need to be 
STeP certified. In this certification, all relevant sustainability aspects are checked (chemical 
management, environmental performance and management, social responsibility, quality management 
and health protection and safety at work) - please find detailed information in the STeP standard, that 
can be downloaded from our website: https://www.oeko-tex.com/de/downloads. The traceability is 
ensured through the linkage of a brand with all of their suppliers. This is an integral part of MADE IN 
GREEN. Please find detailed information in the MADE IN GREEN standard that can also be downloaded 
from our website. 

 

Q: Question to Dr. Muller: Step certification is mandatory for all wet process facility. Does it mean 
printing facility (either placement or AOP) it also mandatory to have STEP. 

A: Yes, the printing facility needs to be STeP certified. 

 
Q: So both a fabric made of 100% organic cotton and another fabric made of 100% acrylic can be 
labelled Made in Green if the Oeko-Tex Standard 100 and STEP are fulfilled? In a sustainability point 
of view I would not consider both materials being on the "same sustainability level". 

A: Sustainability is a very complex topic where a lot of different aspects in the value chain need to be 
considered. The raw material / fibre is only one step that has an impact on the sustainability of a fabric 
or product. All production steps need to be assessed as well. It therefore does not necessarily mean 
that a fabric made of 100% organic cotton was produced by using environmentally friendly processes 
or in socially responsible and safe facilities - both are crucial for being sustainable. This is the reason 
why the STeP by OEKO-TEX® certification has a holistic approach and focuses not only on one 
production step but takes all relevant sustainability aspects into consideration.  
 

  

http://www.oeko-tex.com/
http://www.oeko-tex.com/
https://www.oeko-tex.com/de/downloads
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Q: As a retailer who is Oeko Tex Certified do I need to be Step certified? Or am I linking to my 
manufacturing supplier certificate. 

A: No, retailers don't need to be STeP certified, as the STeP certification is a certification for production 
facilities. In order to obtain a MADE IN GREEN label, a retailer must create the supply chain for the 
labeled article. The making-up facility and all facilities where wet/chemical processes were used to 
produce the specific article need to be STeP certified. 

 

Q: what is the difference / advantage to choose made in green instead of Global recycled standard or 
Blue sign label for example ? 

A: MADE IN GREEN covers all processing stages, from the production of fibres (non-agricultural) to 
spinning mills, weaving mills and knitting mills to finishing facilities, as well as manufacturers of ready-
made clothes, textile logistic centres and manufacturers of accessories, foams and mattresses. With 
MADE IN GREEN you have an ambitious label with a holistic view based on the six STeP dimensions, 
such as chemical management, environmental performance as well as social responsibility. Other 
certification systems might have another focus on a specific topics (e.g. recycled products or material). 
A direct comparison is therefore often difficult and must be made carefully. 

 
Q: Do OEKOTEX have any agreement with ISO and BSCI / SA 8000 not to duplicate the audits with 
STeP modules.    

A: OEKO-TEX® acknowledges several third-party certification systems. For STeP you can find them in 
Annex 8 of the STeP Standards (e.g. amfori (BSCI), ISO). Depending on the respective third party the 
STeP assessment tool allows an automatic pre-selection of affected questions. This should facilitate 
the work of the customer. 

 
Q: there is a rise in digital platform development for traceability. Have you leveraged an existing 
platform or developed internally? 

A: We have developed our traceability system internally (myOEKO-TEX® platform). This way we ensure 
that all MADE IN GREEN specific requirements are covered. 

 
Q: Hi do you consider important aspects when providing a Made in Green label like piece dyed vs. spin 
dyed, local made vs. complex logistics around the world ? This part seems not in scope. Can you 
comment ? 
A: Yes, every article and its supply chain are assessed individually regarding the MADE IN GREEN 
requirements. For more information, please get in touch with one of the 18 OEKO-TEX® testing 
institutes see here. They will help you to determine the requirements for your article. Regarding your 
question on the logistics part: We are constantly developing MADE IN GREEN further and are currently 
working on a solution for assessing the Carbon Footprint, so that this aspect can also be considered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.oeko-tex.com/
http://www.oeko-tex.com/
https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/about-us/oeko-tex-worldwide

